Effects of the Min system on nucleoid segregation in Escherichia coli.
The Min system of Escherichia coli directs cell division to the mid-cell by a mechanism that involves the dynamic localization of all of its three constituent proteins, MinC, MinD and MinE. Both the Min system and the nucleoid regulate cell division negatively and strains of E. coli lacking a functional Min system can divide at nucleoid-free cell poles in addition to the nucleoid-free region between newly segregated nucleoids. Interestingly, E. coli strains with a defective Min system have disturbed nucleoid segregation and the cause for this disturbance is not known. It is reported here that growth conditions promoting a higher frequency of polar divisions also lead to a more pronounced disturbance in nucleoid segregation. In strains with an intact Min system, expression of MinE, but not of MinD, from an inducible promoter was followed by impaired nucleoid segregation. These results suggest that the disturbed nucleoid segregation in min mutants is not caused by polar divisions per se, nor by impaired resolution of chromosome dimers in min mutants, leaving open the possibility that the Min system has a direct effect on nucleoid segregation. It is also shown how the disturbed nucleoid segregation can explain in part the unexpected finding that the clear majority of cells in min mutant populations contain 2(n) (n=0, 1, 2.) origins of replication.